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Information for Podium Presenters 

 Chairing: by first speaker of each session  

 The time for a podium presentation is 20 minutes (+10 minutes Q&A) 

 Technical support will be available in each room during the conference. 

 Once at the conference, please contact the technical assistant in the room where your session is 
scheduled as early as possible to load presentation / test equipment. 

 

 

Facebook – mark yourself as “going” to the event and like the FB profile to get live updates and get in touch 

easily with other attendees. 

 

Twitter – @EvolangConf 

https://evolang.cles.umk.pl/instructions-presenters
https://www.facebook.com/events/1847638732223764/
https://www.facebook.com/EvoLang2018/
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Conference Programme 
 

  



 

Monday, April 16, 2018 
Themed workshops will run from 9:00am at Hotel Filmar, while the main conference will begin at 15:00 in the Jordanki Congress 
Centre. For more information on the specific location of workshops, see the local site. Registration for the main conference will be 
open in both locations. 
 
 

 
 
CONCERT - The programme on Monday will be concluded with a short musical concert "Evolang XII", performed by the String Quartet of the 
Toruń Philharmonic Orchestra. The Quartet will play popular miniatures by various composers – from Baroque to modern times.  

TIME EVENT LOCATION 
9:00-13:45 Themed Workshops Hotel Filmar 

15:00-15:30 Opening/Welcome Jordanki Congress Centre 

15:30-16:30 
Plenary: Human and Pre-human Culture and the 

Evolution of Language (Andrew Whiten) 
Jordanki Congress Centre 

16:30-17:00 
 

Flash Talks 1 
Jordanki Congress Centre 

17:00-17:15 Break Jordanki Congress Centre 

17:15-18:00 Flash Talks 2 Jordanki Congress Centre 

18:00-19:30 Welcome Reception Jordanki Congress Centre 

19:30 EvoLang12 String Quartet Concert Jordanki Congress Centre 

https://evolang.cles.umk.pl/workshops
http://www.tos.art.pl/pl/kat_2,11,24_Kwartet_smyczkowy_TOS.html
http://www.tos.art.pl/pl/kat_2,11,24_Kwartet_smyczkowy_TOS.html


 

Tuesday, April 17, 2018 

 
 

9:00-10:00 Plenary: Iconicity in sign language (Karen Emmorey) 

10:00-10:15 coffee break 

 KUJAWSKA 
(ROOM 1) POMORSKA (ROOM 2) WISLA, 2ND FLOOR (ROOM 3) KARZYNKA (ROOM 4) 

10:15-10:45 

Compressible kinship 
terminologies are 
more learnable than 
less compressible 
alternatives (Sara 
Rolando, Simon 
Kirby, Kenny Smith) 

Pantolang: a synthetic cognitive-
semiotic approach to language 
origins (Jordan Zlatev, Simon 
Devylder, Slawomir Wacewicz, 
Przemysław Żywiczyński, 
Francesco Ferretti, Ines Adornetti, 
Alessandra Chiera) 

Neuroimaging studies on drawing 
suggest a link between symbolic 
behavior to language: a potential hint 
to the neanderthal language 
controversy (Michiru Makuuchi) 

Statistical learning and language (in spite 
of arbitrariness) (Davide Crepaldi, 
Simona Amenta, Marco Marelli) 

10:45-11:15 

Alien symbols for 
alien language: 
iterated learning in a 
unique, novel signal 
space (Christine 
Cuskley) 

The greatest story ever told: 
semiosis emerging from mimesis 
and/or narrativity (Göran 
Sonesson) 

The adaptive cognitive evolution of 
the blombos and diepkloof engravings 
(Kristian Tylén, Riccardo Fusaroli, 
Niels Nørkjær Johannsen, Sergio 
Gonzalez de La Higuera Rojo, 
Katrin Heimann, Felix Riede, 
Nicolas Fay, Marlize Lombard) 

Core knowledge or language-augmented 
cognition? The case of geometric 
reasoning (Gary Lupyan, Ashley 
Wendorf, Luis Miguel Berscia, Jing 
Paul) 

11:15-11:45 coffee break 

11:45-12:15 

Success in signaling: 
the effect of feedback 
to signaler and 
receiver (Justin 
Sulik, Gary Lupyan) 

Evidence for high frequency of 
linguistic rara in european languages 
(Arturs Semenuks) 

When is a code not a code? 
(Elizabeth Irvine) 

Difference of two recursions, “hierarchical 
embedding” and “self-reference”: from view 
of adaptive functions and implementations 
(Genta Toya, Rie Asano, Takashi 
Hashimoto) 



12:15-12:45 

Semantic 
conditioning in 
interaction and 
transmission (Olga 
Feher, Elizabeth 
Wonnacott, Hanna 
Jarvinen, Kenny 
Smith) 

Probing the biological conditions for 
modern phonologies: the late 
emergence of labiodentals (Damián 
Blasi, Steven Moran, Paul 
Widmer, Scott Moisik, Ani 
Margvelashvili, Dan Dediu, 
Balthasar Bickel) 

A domesticated code: on the 
emergence of the oscillatory basis of 
phrase structure (Elliot Murphy) 

Topic-openendedness: why recursion is 
overrated (Irit Meir) 

12:45-13:15 

How the evolution of 
teaching may help 
understanding the 
evolution of language 
(Peter Gärdenfors) 

Cultural transmission of melodic and 
rhythmic universals: four 
experiments and a model (Tania 
Delgado, Andrea Ravignani, 
Tessa Verhoef, Bill Thompson, 
Thomas Grossi, Simon Kirby) 

Non-communicative functions can be 
equally important for studies of 
language evolution (Koji Fujita) 

Learning implicational models of universal 
grammar parameters (Dimitar Kazakov, 
Guido Cordoni, Eyad Algahtani, Andrea 
Ceolin, Monica A. Irimia, Shin-Sook 
Kim, Dimitris Michelioudakis, Nina 
Radkevich, Cristina Guardiano, 
Giuseppe Longobardi) 

13:15-14:30 Lunch 

14:30-15:00 

The prevalence of 
repair in studies of 
language evolution 
(Ashley Micklos, 
Vinicius Macuch 
Silva, Nicolas Fay) 

Do we see word order patterns from 
silent gesture studies in a new 
natural language? (Molly Flaherty, 
Marieke Schouwstra, Susan 
Goldin-Meadow) 

Cockatiels: a novel animal model for 
studying the evolution of music and 
language (Yoshimasa Seki) 

Identifying linguistic selection and 
innovation while controlling for cultural drift 
(Andres Karjus, Richard A. Blythe, 
Simon Kirby, Kenny Smith) 

15:00-15:30 

Innovation, selection 
and the emergence 
of transparent signals 
in interaction (Sean 
Roberts, Ashley 
Micklos, Justin 
Sulik, Hannah Little) 

Constituent order in improvised 
gesture reflects speaker perspective 
(Fiona Kirton, Marieke 
Schouwstra, Jennifer Culbertson, 
Kenny Smith, Simon Kirby) 

Meaning-refining acoustic variation 
within the internal structure of pied 
babbler recruitment cries (Sabrina 
Engesser, Amanda Ridley, Marta 
Manser, Simon Townsend) 

Natural selection in the modern english 
lexicon (Jack Grieve) 

15:30-16:00 

Language evolution 
and the emergence 
of constructions in 
interaction (Michael 
Pleyer) 

The origins of word order universals: 
evidence from corpus statistics and 
silent gesture (Simon Kirby, 
Jennifer Culbertson, Marieke 
Schouwstra) 

Do songbirds perceive syllables as 
isolated tokens? (Mizuhara Tomoko, 
Kazuo Okanoya) 

Distribution-based prediction of the degree 
of grammaticalization for german 
prepositions (Dominik Schlechtweg, 
Sabine Schulte Im Walde) 



16:00-16:30 coffee break 

16:30-:17:00 

Phonological 
grammars evolve to 
preserve information 
at word beginnings 
(Andy Wedel, 
Jonathon Geary, 
Jaycie Martin, Adam 
Ussishkin, Adam 
King) 

Gestures reflected – tracing gestural 
development from a child’s eeg 
signal (Monika Boruta, Joanna 
Dreszer, Natalia Pawlaczyk, 
Magdalena Kmiecik, Monika 
Grzybowska, Agnieszka 
Ignaczewska, Włodzisław Duch) 

Human and porcine vocalizations 
after construction of a human larynx 
(Kari Green, Robert Morrison, 
Glenn Green) 

Semantic bleaching not observed in 
synchronic test (Dillon Niederhut) 

17:00-17:30 

Differential rates of 
change in consonant 
and vowel systems 
(Steven Moran, 
Annemarie Verkerk) 

Gesture, sign and beyond. - 
negation across three generations of 
signers (Hannah Lutzenberger) 

Agent model reveals the influence of 
vocal tract anatomy on speech during 
ontogeny and glossogeny (Rick 
Janssen, Dan Dediu, Scott Moisik) 

The english dative alternation as an 
adaptation to changes in the constructional 
network (Eva Zehentner) 

17:30-18:00 

Acoustic, 
aerodynamic and 
biomechanical 
constraints in the 
evolution of 
consonants (Didier 
Demolin) 

Structural cues for symmetry, 
asymmetry and non-symmetry in 
central taurus sign language (Rabia 
Ergin, Ann Senghas, Ray 
Jackendoff, Lila Gleitman) 

Comparative morphology of the 
laryngeal muscles in hylobatids using 
a high-resolution mri (Takeshi 
Nishimura, Yoshitaka Nomura, 
Hirohiko Imai, Tetsuya Matsuda) 

Word form shapes are culturally selected 
for indicating their morphological structure 
(Nikolaus Ritt, Andreas Baumann, 
Christina Prömer) 

18:00-19:30 Poster Session - Wine and light snacks served 

19:30-20:30 Guided tour of old town Torun 

 
 

  



Wednesday, April 18, 2018  
 

9:00-10:00 
Plenary: Children are both more conservative and more likely to generalize than adults for the same reason (Adele 

Goldberg) 

10:00-10:15 coffee break 

 KUJAWSKA (ROOM 
1) POMORSKA (ROOM 2) WISLA, 2ND FLOOR (ROOM 3) KARZYNKA (ROOM 4) 

10:15-10:45 

Environmental and social 
factors motivate the 
emergence of systematic 
categories and signs 
(Jonas Nölle, Marlene 
Staib, Riccardo 
Fusaroli, Kristian 
Tylén) 

Structural alignment in cross-
modal priming: linguistic 
representation is shared between 
gesture and speech (Joleana 
Shurley, Marieke Schouwstra, 
Martin Pickering) 

Vocal accommodation in common 
marmosets: does similarity buffer 
tension during pair bond 
development? (Yvonne Zürcher, Erik 
P. Willems, Judith M. Burkart) 

A rational model of linguistic 
accommodation and its potential role 
in language simplification (Stella 
Frank, Kenny Smith) 

10:45-11:15 

Cognitive biases and 
cultural evolution in the 
emergence of space-time 
mappings in language 
(Tessa Verhoef, Esther 
Walker, Tyler 
Marghetis) 

Give it to me'/ 'give it to her': the 
development of a relational term in 
homesign and english (Catriona 
Silvey, Susan Goldin-Meadow) 

Primate songs and their relevance in 
the study of language evolution 
(Marco Gamba, Valeria Torti, Daria 
Valente, Chiara De Gregorio, Olivier 
Friard, Cristina Giacoma) 

A model of cultural co-evolution of 
language and perspective-taking 
(Marieke Woensdregt, Kenny 
Smith, Chris Cummins, Simon 
Kirby) 

11:15-11:45 coffee break 

11:45-12:15 

The influence of shared 
visual context on 
performance with novel 
codes in a referential 
communication game 
(Thomas Müller, Tiffany 
Morisseau, James 
Winters, Olivier Morin) 

I see what you did there: the role of 
iconicity in the acquisition of signs 
(Asha Sato, Michael Ramsammy, 
Marieke Schouwstra, Simon Kirby) 

Greeting and meeting: vocal 
interactions and use of signature 
whistles in bottlenose dolphins during 
an introduction (Heidi Lyn, Megan 
Broadway) 

Does learning favour communicative 
efficiency? (Kenny Smith, Jennifer 
Culbertson) 



12:15-12:45 

The emergence of focus 
in an experimental 
communication game 
(Gareth Roberts, Jon 
Stevens) 

Different patterns of iconic 
influence in the creation vs. 
transmission of the nicaraguan 
sign language lexicon (Ann 
Senghas, Jennie Pyers, Caroline 
Zola, Charlotte Quincoses) 

Vocal learning in bats: from genes to 
behaviour (Sonja Vernes, Ella 
Lattenkamp, Ksenia Lavrichenko, 
Janine Mengede) 

Environmental constraints in the 
evolution of scalar concepts: road to 
'most' (Dariusz Kalociński) 

12:45-13:15 

The role of teaching in 
iterated language 
transmission (Vera 
Kempe, Kamil Cichon, 
Monica Tamariz, 
Nicolas Gauvrit) 

Does the time-pressure of turn-
taking shape the prosody of 
emerging sign languages? 
(Connie de Vos) 

The human arcuate fasciulus provides 
specific advantages to process 
complex sequential stimuli, not 
hierarchies in general (Mauricio 
Martins) 

The coevolution of data and 
hypotheses in bayesian cultural 
evolution (Vanessa Ferdinand) 

13:15-14:30 lunch 

14:30-15:00 

Do non-native speakers 
create a pressure 
towards simplification? 
corpus evidence 
(Aleksandrs 
Berdicevskis) 

Conceptual categories scaffold 
verbal semantic structure: a cross-
cultural study of child homesign 
(Lilia Rissman, Laura Horton, 
Susan Goldin-Meadow) 

Animal models for the study of vocal 
learning: a new paradigm (Ella 
Lattenkamp, Sonja Vernes, Lutz 
Wiegrebe) 

Homo imitans is homo loquens. on 
vocal imitation (Joana Rossello) 

15:00-15:30 

Physical features of 
social networks and 
language typology 
(Matthew Lou-
Magnuson, Luca 
Onnis) 

Interactive sequences modulate 
the selection of expressive forms in 
cross-signing (Kang-Suk Byun, 
Sean Roberts, Connie de Vos, 
Ulrike Zeshan, Stephen C. 
Levinson) 

Pinnipeds have something to say 
about speech and rhythm (Andrea 
Ravignani, Maxime Garcia, 
Stephanie Gross, Koen de Reus, 
Nienke Hoeksema, Ana Rubio-
García, Bart de Boer) 

Dual-processing and the 
representational hypothesis: 
accounting for the emergence of 
language (Andrew Feeney) 

15:30-16:00 

The cultural evolution of 
communicative 
conventions: interactions 
between population 
connectivity dynamics 
and cognitive biases 
(Jose Segovia Martin, 
Monica Tamariz) 

The cultural evolution of spatial 
modulations in artificial sign 
languages (Yasamin Motamedi, 
Marieke Schouwstra, Kenny 
Smith, Jennifer Culbertson, 
Simon Kirby) 

From where to what: a 
neuroanatomically based evolutionary 
model of the emergence of speech in 
humans (Oren Poliva) 

The method of validation by zenith 
(David Leavens) 

16:00-16:30 coffee break 



16:30-17:00 

How sociolinguistic 
theory can inform cultural 
evolution, and how to 
test it (Betsy Sneller, 
Gareth Roberts) 

Conceptual structure is shaped by 
competing pressures for simplicity 
and informativeness (Jon W. Carr, 
Kenny Smith, Jennifer 
Culbertson, Simon Kirby) 

A critical period for the evolution of 
language-readiness: clarifying the 
globularization hypothesis (Cedric 
Boeckx) 

The informative value of 
communicator disagreement in great 
apes for the study of the evolution of 
human intentional communication 
(Christine Sievers, Thibaud 
Gruber, Klaus Zuberbühler) 

17:00-17:30 

Socio-environmental 
constraints in category 
learning (Katarzyna 
Oktaba, Dariusz 
Kalociński) 

Simplicity biases operate at item 
and system level. an iterated 
learning study (Aliki Papa, Miriam 
Stadje, Simon Kirby, Monica 
Tamariz) 

Sound production learning and the 
contiguum hypothesis (Pedro Tiago 
Martins, Cedric Boeckx) 

Linguistic laws in chimpanzee 
gestural communication (Raphaela 
Heesen, Catherine Hobaiter, 
Ramon Ferrer-I-Cancho, Stuart 
Semple) 

17:30-18:00 

Linguistic and non-
linguistic correlates in the 
evolution of phonotactic 
diversity (Andreas 
Baumann, Theresa 
Matzinger, Nikolaus 
Ritt) 

Learning to communicate about 
conceptual hierarchies (Robert 
Hawkins, Kenny Smith, Michael 
Franke, Noah Goodman) 

Pattern similarity in biologial, linguistic, 
and sociocultural evolution (Nathalie 
Gontier) 

Referential gestures are not 
ubiquitous in wild chimpanzee 
communities (Katie Slocombe, 
Nicole Lahiff, Claudia Wilke, Cat 
Hobaiter) 

18:00-19:00 Business Meeting 

19:00 Conference Dinner 
 
 
 
 

 
  



Thursday, April 18, 2018  
 

9:00-10:00 Plenary: Music before language: Observations from a hunter-gatherer's point of view (Jerome Lewis) 

10:00-10:30 coffee break 

 KUJAWSKA (ROOM 1) POMORSKA (ROOM 2) WISLA, 2ND FLOOR (ROOM 3) KARZYNKA (ROOM 4) 

10:30-11:00 

How domain specific is 
merge? (Dan Cook, 
Mauricio Martins) 

Can languages without writing 
systems provide new insights in 
language evolution? (Christina 
Behme) 

Dynamical preferences and self-
actuated language changes (Jérôme 
Michaud) 

From cognition to language change: 
close simulation of a png village (T. 
Mark Ellison, Eri Kashima) 

11:00-11:30 

Language family trees reflect 
geography and demography 
beyond neutral drift 
(Christian Bentz, Dan 
Dediu, Annemarie Verkerk, 
Gerhard Jäger) 

Cognitive constraints without 
cultural evolution in the world’s 
writing systems (Olivier Morin) 

Recontextualization: the dynamics of 
language behavior and change 
(Anneliese Kuhle, Ferdinand von 
Mengden) 

Speech acts addressed at hadza 
infants in tanzania (Monika Abels, 
Paul Vogt) 

11:30-12:00 coffee break 

12:00-12:30 

Language complexity as an 
interaction between social 
structure, innovation, and 
simplicity (Matthew Spike) 

The evolution of optimized 
language in the light of 
standard information theory 
(Ramon Ferrer-I-Cancho, 
Chris Bentz) 

Triangulating sound symbolism where 
to find it and how to create it (Niklas 
Johansson) 

The effects of gossip on interpersonal 
trust depend on prosociality of the 
gossipers (Konrad Rudnicki, 
Charlotte De Backer, Carolyn 
Declerck) 

12:30-13:00 

Incremental word processing 
helps shape the lexicon 
(Adam King, Andrew 
Wedel) 

Evolution of homophones and 
syntactic categories noun and 
verb (Mieko Ogura, William 
Wang) 

What do iconicity judgements really 
mean? (Hannah Little, Justin Sulik) 

Pressure for trust-based efficiency 
shaped the evolution of language 
(Chris Knight) 

13:00-13:30 

The role of community size in 
the emergence of linguistic 
structure (Limor Raviv, 
Antje Meyer, Shiri Lev-Ari) 

From context to code: shared 
information constrains the 
evolution of optimal codes 
(James Winters, Olivier Morin) 

The evolutionary causes of irregularity: 
evidence for an irregularization bias in 
morphological learning (Timothy 
O'Donnell, Kenny Smith) 

Evolutionary stability of linguistic 
politeness and the politeness 
equilibrium principle (Roland 
Mühlenbernd, Przemyslaw 
Zywiczynski, Slawomir Wacewicz) 

13:30-14:00 Awards ceremony 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Plenary abstracts 
  



ICONICITY IN SIGN LANGUAGE 
 

Karen Emmorey 

 
Iconicity may have played a role in language evolution under the assumption that the earliest vocal or manual communications 
involved motivated forms. The study of sign languages may provide some insight into this issue because the visual-manual modality 
allows for iconic expression of a wide range of conceptual elements, e.g., object and human actions, movements, locations, and 
shapes. Currently, however, we know very little about how visual-manual iconicity is perceived by signers vs. non-signers or whether 
iconic signs are processed differently in the brain. My colleagues and I have been exploring the nature of the distribution of iconic 
forms in the American Sign Language (ASL) lexicon, how the perception of iconicity is impacted by linguistic knowledge, and how the 
perception of iconicity changes when the sign meaning is given versus when it must be guessed. We have also been investigating 
whether there are general principles of alignment between visual-manual articulations and conceptual elements (e.g., handshapes 
map to objects). Finally, we have been using Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) to investigate the possible role of iconicity in modulating 
the temporal neural dynamics of single sign processing. Thus far, the ERP results indicate that iconic signs do not have a distinct 
neural signature, but frequency and concreteness effects are parallel for word and sign recognition. Overall, this work indicates a) an 
important distinction between iconicity and transparency, b) linguistic knowledge reduces and changes sensitivity to iconicity, and c) 
there appears to be no distinct neural response to iconic signs. 
  



 
CHILDREN ARE BOTH MORE CONSERVATIVE AND MORE LIKELY TO GENERALIZE THAN 

ADULTS FOR THE SAME REASON 
 

Adele Goldberg 

 

Children have been argued to be both more conservative than adults, initially appearing to be less productive with their linguistic 

constructions than adults; they have also been argued to be over-eager generalizers when compared with adults, insofar as they are 

more likely to regularize complex linguistic input. This raises an apparent paradox: how can children be more likely than adults to both 

under-generalize (be conservative) and over-generalize (regularize)? The answer lies in the fact that children are less adept at aligning 

exemplars within the high-dimensional conceptual space in which our long-term knowledge of language—our construction—is 

represented. Children are therefore more prone than adults to be conservative, when they fail to recognize relevant similarities among 

exemplars, and simultaneously more likely to oversimplify or generalize, when they fail to appreciate relevant distinctions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MUSIC BEFORE LANGUAGE: OBSERVATIONS FROM A HUNTER-GATHERER’S POINT OF VIEW 

 

Jerome Lewis 

 

If language evolved when humanity lived in Africa as hunter-gatherers, then what might African hunter-gatherers have to tell us about 
the evolutionary relationship between music and language? The BaYaka’s view of the human communicative spectrum extends from 
using plants to signal, signing and animal mimicry, through a range of human languages and linguistic devices, to the employment of 
music, dance and other performative strategies. Unfettered by standardisation or identity concerns, BaYaka are communicative 
predators, prioritising efficacy in their techniques for communicating with a diversity of human and non-human sentient and responsive 
elements of their environment. Different but complementary, these modes of communication are designed for a range of audiences. 
At one end, signing and speech are for an individual to communicate to others, while singing in musicking groups is intended to 
facilitate group level communication at the other. 

Taking a reverse anthropology approach, Bayaka women’s reasons for singing suggest a behavioural ecology explanation for the 
prior emergence of music. The ethnography suggests that musical ritual sufficiently respects costly signalling constraints to provide 
the key scaffolds required for language: capacities for vocal dexterity and vocal learning while participation stimulates we-
intentionality, so enabling normativity to develop. These are key building blocks for the emergence of language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HUMAN AND PRE-HUMAN CULTURE AND THE EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGE 

 

Andrew Whiten 

 

Human language is intimately linked with human culture. A child’s language is culturally learned from others; and conversely, language 

can be a major vehicle of cultural transmission. To understand the evolution of language, we therefore need to understand the 

evolution of the capacity for culture. In this we are lucky, for by contrast with the apparent gulf between human language and all other 

animal communication, I shall describe how culture in some very recognisable forms has been discovered to be surprisingly 

widespread among animals and particularly rich in our closest primate relatives, from which we can make inferences about the 

ancestry of our cultural cognition. Tracing the evolution of culture is thus arguably a much more tractable empirical quest than that of 

language per se, and in this talk I will review research by my own and other research groups that pursues this through a multitude of 

different and convergent methods, from ethological observation in the wild to a diversity of cultural diffusion experiments, completed 

with both human and non-human primates in our own research. Mindful of the debate that pits a gestural against a vocal origin 

hypothesis for the evolution of language (the meeting of criteria for intentional communication argued to favour the gestural candidate), 

I note there is much evidence for vocal learning amongst varied animal taxa (although relatively little amongst primates) compared 

with little or none for the cultural transmission of gesture. This may suggest that vocal learning from others is ‘easy’ compared to 

copying gestural communication. Yet, perhaps paradoxically, the evidence for cultural transmission in primates is massively 

concerned with manual actions, such as those directed at functional, material outcomes, like tool use. I conclude that while they lack 

much sign of linguistic-type communication, contemporary apes, and hence likely our early hominin ancestors, would be well prepared 

in capacities for cultural transmission once such forms of communication emerged. I describe evidence for several features of ape 

social learning that suggest pre-adaptations for transmission of aspects of linguistic communication, including copying ‘syntactical’ 

sequential and hierarchical structure of actions, ‘rational’ imitation, cumulative learning and reflexive recognition of imitation. 

  



 

 

 

 

Poster Session 

  



Title Author 

CHIELD: Causal Hypotheses In Evolutionary Linguistics Database Sean Roberts 

Mesotocin (Mt) Gene Expression In The Brain Of Songbirds: Cloning And Sequencing Of 

Mt Cdna And Distribution Of Mt Gene Expressing Neurons In The Wild And Domesticated 

Songbird Strains 

Yasuko Tobari, Yoshimi Sato, Norio Kansaku, Kazuo Okanoya 

Modelling The Effect of Iconicity on Iterated (Cross-Situational) Learning Bart de Boer 

Communicative Asymmetry, Handedness and Language Experience Olga Vasileva 

Human-Specific Evolution of the Transcriptional Regulation of FOXP2 Leandro Caporale, Lucía Franchini 

Evolution of Phoneme Usage Driven by Phonetic Robustness for Error Minimization Ines Peña, Marco Archetti 

Temporal Adjustment Of Short Calls In Vocal Turn-Taking Of Japanese Macaques Noriko Katsu, Kazunori Yamada, Masayuki Nakamichi, Kazuo Okanoya 

Honeybees Learn Patterns With Flashing Lights Elisabetta Versace, Sara Peruffo, Bettina Maccagnani, Giorgio Vallortigara 

Infants' Sensitivity to Emotional Animal Vocalization and the Evolution Of Vocal 

Communication. 

Naoto Yamane,Mihoko Hasegawa,Ai Kanato,Naoko Kijima,Kazuo Okanoya,Reiko 

Mazuka 

What Can Sound Symbolism Tell Us about the Evolution of Language? A Comparative 

Study in Humans and Great Apes 

Konstantina Margiotoudi, Manuel Bohn, Matthias Allritz, Friedemann Pulvermüller 

Linguistic Stability Increases with Population Size, but Only in Stable Learning 

Environments 

Andreas Baumann 

A Potential Link Between Infant-Directed Speech and Evolution of Vocal Communication Reiko Mazuka, Tadahisa Kondo, Akiko Hayashi 

Development of Vocal Temporal Parameters in Distantly Related Vocal Learners, Birds 

and Humans 

Miki Takahasi, Kazuo Okanoya, Reiko Mazuka 

Language as a Parasite to Emotional Signals Kazuo Okanoya 

Sequencing Bat Genomes to Shed Light on Language Evolution Ksenia Lavrichenko, Sonja Vernes 

Trends in Evolution of Signals' Interpretation as Precursors of the Origin of Human 

Language 

Svetlana Burlak 



Do Children Use “Fine” Ostensive Communication? Harumi Kobayashi, Tetsuya Yasuda 

Modeling Creativity and Communication Justin Sulik 

Beat Perception in a Non-Vocal Learner: Rats Can Identify Isochronous Beats Alexandre Celma-Miralles, Juan M Toro 

Using Language to Discover Categories: More Nameable Features Improve Category 

Learning 

Martin Zettersten, Gary Lupyan 

What Makes a Grammar Difficult? Experimental Evidence Arturs Semenuks, Aleksandrs Berdicevskis 

Towards a Domain-Relevant Approach to The Evolution of Language and Music Rie Asano 

Metaphorical Extension and the Evolution of Configurationality T. Mark Ellison, Uta Reinöhl 

Understanding vs. Describing Others' Minds: Mental State Language in a Small-Scale 

Society 

Andrew Marcus Smith, Erica A. Cartmill, H. Clark Barrett 

The Emergence of Conventions for Coordinating On Timing: No Evidence Is Better Than 

Negative Evidence 

Gregory Mills 

What 50 Million Drawings Can Tell Us About Shared Meaning Molly Lewis, Gary Lupyan 

Abstraction and UNiversals in Theorizing About Language Evolution Richard Shillcock 

The Evolutionary Significance of Vocal Learning in Language and Music Qing Zhang, Edward Ruoyang Shi 

Iconicity and Convention in the Manual Modality: Pantomime in Language Origins Erica Cartmill 

Communication or Cognition? A Minimal Computational Model of Evolutionary Interactions 

Between Individual and Social Learning 

Masahiko Higashi, Reiji Suzuki, Takaya Arita 

Symbol and Its Evolution Erkki Luuk 

The Evolutionary Dynamics of Language as a Function of Demography Dirk Pijpops, Katrien Beuls, Freek Van de Velde 

 
  



 

 

 

 

Social programme 



 

 

 

 

KICK-OFF PARTY (FREE) 

15 April, Sunday, 20:30, Carpe Kraft Pub, Plac Teatralny 7, Torun Old Town 

After the satellite events the day before the main conference, we’ll move 
to one of the charming pubs in the Torun old town for a casual get-together. 
Everyone is invited, and all registered participants will get a beer ticket. 

 

WALKING TOUR (FREE) 

17 April, Tuesday, 20:00, start: Filmar Hotel 

Take part in an evening walk around Toruń’s Old Town, a unique Gothic 
complex, which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. See its most 
beautiful monuments – the Old Town Hall, the Cathedral, and the ruins 
of the Teutonic Knights’ Castle, all of which look truly magical by 
nightlight. 

Walking tour is free for all the conference participants. Just let us know 
you are interested in taking part at the registration desk. 

 

PAID EXCURSIONS - registration on site - 
enquiries: marta.sibierska@gmail.com 

19 April, Thursday, 15:30 

Conference participants will be able to choose between two options: 

1) A visit in the Chopin Centre in Szafarnia, near Toruń. This historical 
house, where young Chopin spent a year of his life between 1824 and 
1825, is both a museum and a renowned music institution. The visitors 
will be able to see the souvenirs connected with Chopin’s stay, listen to 
a concert of his music, and enjoy a tasting his favourite beverage – acorn 
coffee – prepared according to the traditional, 19th-century recipe. 

COST: 155 PLN 

 2) An unconventional look into Toruń’s tourist attractions. If a standard 
museum visit bores you, this is an option for you! 

Toruń is the hometown of the traditional gingerbread biscuits. The first 
destination is the Gingerbread Bakery, where you will learn about the history 
of the special sweet and the techniques of making it. During an exclusive 
workshop, you will even be able to bake your own gingerbread – a one-of-a-
kind keepsake from our city. 

The next destination is a treat for all enthusiasts of militaria – but not only! 
During the trip to Fort IV, a 19th-century fortress, you will walk its interiors 
by torchlight, guided by a Prussian officer. After the tour, the outer fort will 
become a site for a traditional Polish bonfire with snacks. 

COST: 135 PLN 

 
You will be able to book either trip at the registration desk. You can also do it in advance, by contacting: marta.sibierska@gmail.com. In case of any questions, 

please write to the same email address. 

https://www.facebook.com/carpekraft
https://goo.gl/maps/wA2dQ6venWN2
mailto:marta.sibierska@gmail.com


18 April, Wednesday, 19:15 - The Old Town Hall, Rynek Staromiejski 1, Torun Old Town 

The Old Town Hall is a 14th-century Gothic brick building, one of the biggest of its kind 
in Europe. The legend goes that its structure resembles a calendar: the tower stands for 
one year, the four gates for four seasons, the twelve halls for the months, and the number 
of windows equals the number of days in a year (there is even a secret window for leap 
years). The Hall was a site of knight tournaments, fairs, or even public executions. At 
Evolang, you will get a chance to visit the first floor, with its Grand Hall, and enjoy the 
conference dinner where many of the Polish kings dined. (for more, 
see: http://www.torun.pl/en/turystyka/zabytki/old_town_hall). 

COST: a “full”-type fee is inclusive of the conference dinner. If you’ve paid a basic-type 
fee and would like to attend the dinner, please inquire at the reception. 

 

  

http://www.torun.pl/en/turystyka/zabytki/old_town_hall
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Regional+Museum+in+Torun+-+Old+Town+Hall/@53.0103544,18.6044719,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x4f4b22eade9b9e9e!8m2!3d53.0103544!4d18.6044719?hl=en
http://www.torun.pl/en/turystyka/zabytki/old_town_hall


 

 

 

 

Recommended Restaurants  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Piąta Klepka 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–8PM 

 Podmurna 34 

 Polish cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Borgo Antico 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–10PM 

 Panny Marii 5 

 Italian cuisine 

 $$ 

 

Gęsia Szyja 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–12AM 

 Podmurna 28 

 Polish cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 Sowa 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–10PM 

 Rynek Staromiejski 4 

 Desserts and coffee 

 $$ 

 

Wabi Navi 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–8PM 

 Małe Garbary 5A 

 Japanese cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Pierogarnia Leniwa 

 Monday-Sunday: 11AM–9PM 

 Ślusarska 5 

 Polish cuisine 

 $ 

 

 

 

 

Eger 

 Tuesday-Sunday: 12PM–9PM 

 Mostowa 3 

 Hungarian cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Spichrz 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–10PM 

 Mostowa 1 

 Polish cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Spichrz 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–10PM 

 Mostowa 10/1 

 Creole, Cajun, American cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Szeroka no. 9 

 Monday-Sunday: 10AM–11PM 

 Szeroka 9 

 Polish, European cuisine 

 $$$$ 

 

 

 

 

Ciasna 

 Monday-Sunday: 11AM–8PM 

 Podmurna 17 

 Vegetarian 

 $ 

 

 

 

 

Krowarzywa 

 Monday-Sunday: 11AM–8PM 

 Podmurna 52 

 Vegetarian 

 $ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Pi%C4%85ta+Klepka/@53.0113429,18.6046092,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e207f825a7:0x5b9042dd2be48788!8m2!3d53.0113429!4d18.6067978
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Borgo+Antico/@53.0108054,18.6004856,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d748bf9f9:0x99e9a006da1c8662!8m2!3d53.0108054!4d18.6026743
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Karczma+G%C4%99sia+Szyja/@53.0111097,18.6052314,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351dff691191:0xe8082225a487d6c9!8m2!3d53.0111097!4d18.6074201
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cukiernia+Sowa/@53.010068,18.6025872,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m7!3m6!1s0x4703351dbf61bad9:0xf4ebfe261c2e4fb5!5m1!1s2018-04-09!8m2!3d53.010068!4d18.604776
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cukiernia+Sowa/@53.010068,18.6025872,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m7!3m6!1s0x4703351dbf61bad9:0xf4ebfe261c2e4fb5!5m1!1s2018-04-09!8m2!3d53.010068!4d18.604776
https://www.google.pl/maps?q=wabi+navi+toru%C5%84&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwims8LJ6a3aAhUG2ywKHWaQCjMQ_AUICigB
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pierogarnia+Leniwa+Toru%C5%84/@53.010868,18.608752,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e1d6faf729:0x7c176e254af4b68d!8m2!3d53.010868!4d18.6109407
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pierogarnia+Leniwa+Toru%C5%84/@53.010868,18.608752,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e1d6faf729:0x7c176e254af4b68d!8m2!3d53.010868!4d18.6109407
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Restauracja+Eger/@53.0088806,18.6064045,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e5cc38ad5:0x801945244deb43d7!8m2!3d53.0088806!4d18.6085933
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Restauracja+Eger/@53.0088806,18.6064045,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e5cc38ad5:0x801945244deb43d7!8m2!3d53.0088806!4d18.6085933
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Hotel+Spichrz/@53.008731,18.6063473,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m7!3m6!1s0x4703351e5b87a237:0xb427386474889326!5m1!1s2018-04-15!8m2!3d53.008731!4d18.608536
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Hotel+Spichrz/@53.008731,18.6063473,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m7!3m6!1s0x4703351e5b87a237:0xb427386474889326!5m1!1s2018-04-15!8m2!3d53.008731!4d18.608536
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Restauracja+Luizjana+Toru%C5%84/@53.009136,18.6065143,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e43b0184d:0x340339fa0c17b1b3!8m2!3d53.009136!4d18.608703
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Restauracja+Luizjana+Toru%C5%84/@53.009136,18.6065143,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e43b0184d:0x340339fa0c17b1b3!8m2!3d53.009136!4d18.608703
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Szeroka+%E2%84%96+9/@53.0105699,18.6059797,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e051bd2c7:0x56a84ad63022e772!8m2!3d53.0105699!4d18.6081684
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Szeroka+%E2%84%96+9/@53.0105699,18.6059797,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e051bd2c7:0x56a84ad63022e772!8m2!3d53.0105699!4d18.6081684
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Restauracja+Ciasna/@53.00971,18.6068252,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e3fb021bf:0x2afab5b7e058805e!8m2!3d53.00971!4d18.6090139
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Restauracja+Ciasna/@53.00971,18.6068252,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351e3fb021bf:0x2afab5b7e058805e!8m2!3d53.00971!4d18.6090139
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Krowarzywa+Vegan+Burger/@53.01179,18.6034413,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e274693c2d:0x763d03d89d77f8e!8m2!3d53.01179!4d18.60563
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Krowarzywa+Vegan+Burger/@53.01179,18.6034413,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e274693c2d:0x763d03d89d77f8e!8m2!3d53.01179!4d18.60563


  

Raj Cafe 

 Monday-Sunday: 9AM–8PM 

 Fosa Staromiejska 24 

 Breakfasts and desserts 

 $ 

 

 

 

 

Bread House Cafe 

 Monday-Sunday: 8.30AM–9PM 

 Fosa Staromiejska 2 

 Breakfasts and desserts 

 $ 

 

 

 

 

Loft 79 

 Monday-Sunday: 9AM–9PM 

 Dąbrowskiego 6 

 European cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Royal India 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–10PM 

 Prosta 19 

 Indian cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Pierogarnia Stary Toruń 

 Monday-Sunday: 11:03AM–

10:56PM 

 Most Pauliński 2-10 

 Polish cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Dom Sushi 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–10PM 

 Franciszkańska 8 

 Japanese cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Mistrz i Małgorzata 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–10PM 

 Szewska 17 

 Polish and East European 

cuisine 

 $$$$ 

 

 

 

 

Chleb i Wino 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–11PM 

 Rynek Staromiejski 22 

 Italian and Mediterranean 

cuisine 

 $$$ 

 

 

 

 

Krajina Piva 

 Monday-Sunday: 11AM–1AM 

 Rynek Nowomiejski 8 

 Kraft beer 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Carpe Kraft 

 Monday-Sunday: 4PM–12AM 

 Plac Teatralny 7 

 Kraft beer 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

Odessa 

 Monday-Sunday: 12PM–11PM 

 Łazienna 13 

 Polish and Eastern European 

Cuisine 

 $$ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Raj+Cafe/@53.011845,18.6007503,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d7d3e3f0b:0x18285245b5237fbe!8m2!3d53.011845!4d18.602939
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Raj+Cafe/@53.011845,18.6007503,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d7d3e3f0b:0x18285245b5237fbe!8m2!3d53.011845!4d18.602939
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Bread+House+Cafe/@53.01001,18.5994492,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d0543c363:0x22bb27fc1c07dbfd!8m2!3d53.01001!4d18.6016379
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Bread+House+Cafe/@53.01001,18.5994492,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d0543c363:0x22bb27fc1c07dbfd!8m2!3d53.01001!4d18.6016379
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Loft79/@53.0148194,18.6089248,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e167849887:0xab2d10fc4c91555c!8m2!3d53.0148194!4d18.6111135
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Loft79/@53.0148194,18.6089248,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e167849887:0xab2d10fc4c91555c!8m2!3d53.0148194!4d18.6111135
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Royal+India/@53.0122819,18.6062933,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e1f57e3845:0xf0f67540db26ae02!8m2!3d53.0122819!4d18.608482
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Royal+India/@53.0122819,18.6062933,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e1f57e3845:0xf0f67540db26ae02!8m2!3d53.0122819!4d18.608482
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Pierogarnia+Stary+Toru%C5%84/@53.0109012,18.6044959,17z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1sPierogarnia+Stary+Toru%C5%84!3m4!1s0x0:0x7d0fe18edbd2e168!8m2!3d53.0118641!4d18.6063941
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Pierogarnia+Stary+Toru%C5%84/@53.0109012,18.6044959,17z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1sPierogarnia+Stary+Toru%C5%84!3m4!1s0x0:0x7d0fe18edbd2e168!8m2!3d53.0118641!4d18.6063941
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Dom+Sushi+Toru%C5%84+Restauracje+Japo%C5%84skie/@53.011678,18.6011293,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d7e8e5119:0x3414df04659bd989!8m2!3d53.011678!4d18.603318
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Dom+Sushi+Toru%C5%84+Restauracje+Japo%C5%84skie/@53.011678,18.6011293,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d7e8e5119:0x3414df04659bd989!8m2!3d53.011678!4d18.603318
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Mistrz+i+Ma%C5%82gorzata/@53.011678,18.6011293,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d8bf663f3:0xf0fdadf4e51ec3bd!8m2!3d53.0112489!4d18.6051675
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Mistrz+i+Ma%C5%82gorzata/@53.011678,18.6011293,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d8bf663f3:0xf0fdadf4e51ec3bd!8m2!3d53.0112489!4d18.6051675
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Chleb+i+Wino/@53.010909,18.6016853,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d9b61ef4f:0x20bce2fbcb04ccc9!8m2!3d53.010909!4d18.603874
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Chleb+i+Wino/@53.010909,18.6016853,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351d9b61ef4f:0x20bce2fbcb04ccc9!8m2!3d53.010909!4d18.603874
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Gospoda+Pod+Modrym+Fartuchem+%26+Krajina+Piva/@53.0111539,18.6088934,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e1d08827bb:0x8b13a1e421c14b34!8m2!3d53.0111539!4d18.6110821
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Gospoda+Pod+Modrym+Fartuchem+%26+Krajina+Piva/@53.0111539,18.6088934,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e1d08827bb:0x8b13a1e421c14b34!8m2!3d53.0111539!4d18.6110821
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Carpe+Kraft+Toru%C5%84/@53.012091,18.6013123,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e283d923ad:0xd4a984360753f841!8m2!3d53.012091!4d18.603501
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/Carpe+Kraft+Toru%C5%84/@53.012091,18.6013123,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470334e283d923ad:0xd4a984360753f841!8m2!3d53.012091!4d18.603501
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/RESTAURACJA+ODESSA/@53.0098104,18.6044971,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351ddf851ec7:0xeb21051c32324926!8m2!3d53.0098104!4d18.6066858
https://www.google.pl/maps/place/RESTAURACJA+ODESSA/@53.0098104,18.6044971,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4703351ddf851ec7:0xeb21051c32324926!8m2!3d53.0098104!4d18.6066858


How to get around in Toruń 

 
Apps: 

 

Jakdojade 

Jakdojade is an app which includes a search engine of public transport connections, current 

timetables, and GPS navigation for public transport. Available for both Android and iOS. 

     

Mobilet 

Mobilet allows you to purchase tickets for trams and buses. Convenient payment methods. Caution! 

You must create an account and have funds on your app account prior to purchasing the ticket. 

Available for both Android and iOS. 

 

Skycash 

Not only can you buy tickets for trams and buses with this app, but also for trains (PKP). Caution! You 

must create an account and have funds on your app account prior to purchasing a ticket. If you 

purchase a train ticket with this app, you are required to present either your ID or student’s card. 

Available for both Android and iOS. 

Taxi service: If you do not wish to use public transportation for your commute, we recommend Puls Taxi Toruń 

(phone): (+48) 56 1919-5. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.citynav.jakdojade.pl.android
https://itunes.apple.com/pl/app/jakdojade/id506795511?l=pl&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.mobilet.app&hl=en
https://itunes.apple.com/pl/app/mobilet/id400426247?l=pl&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.skycash.beta&hl=en
https://itunes.apple.com/pl/app/skycash/id320226186?l=pl&mt=8

